Lifeline400 Club
247, Royal Paradise, GT Road, (Near Dadri), Greater Noida-203207, UP, India
Website: www.lifeline400.com, Email: lifeline400club@gmail.com, Ph: +91 9650999196

SUB: Style of Healthy Longevity
Lifeline400 club presents a “Style of Healthy Longevity” to make people understand easily the
biochemical reactions happening in the body and keep them under regulation so as to achieve good
health with a longer life time. Lifeline400 club does not believe in magical curing systems and always
profess scientific and proven methods of cure. The human body is taken as a body machine which has
auto recovery systems that are effective if proper reversible mechanisms are allowed by the body
owner. The club offers yearly membership to individuals @Rs.500 (USD20) per family for free
consultation for a year.
The Lifeline400 Club professes Engineering Medical system in which all the body systems are analysed
based on the engineering principles that allow fitness in all respects by following preventive care to
keep blood parameters within healthy range. The individual can easily observe all of his body
symptoms and broad parameters such as Blood Pressure, Temperature, Heart Rate, Blood Oxygen and
body pH and take corrective action to keep the body in healthy condition. Normally life style changes
and naturopathy medical system is utilised in curing body problems. In some cases trade medicines
from other medical systems are also used as per requirement.
The program schedule: Following program schedule has been devised for a gathering of 50- 100
persons in a session.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Health presentation- 4 hours (including question and answer session).
Individual medical consultation for any health problems, normally 10 minutes per person.
Free membership for each participant for Lifeline400 Club for a year for follow up.
Free distribution of e-book “Longevity thru Engineering Medicine” (worth Rs.500/-), to each
participant.

Program Duration: Normally two (2) days program is conducted for an audience up to 100 at a
location.
Program fee: Rs.15,000/- (India location), USD1500 (Out of India). In addition, the charges for travel
to & fro Noida/ Delhi and boarding and lodging at the program station shall be borne by the organiser
as per actuals.
Contact Us: For conducting the program anywhere in world, pl contact.

Dr. & Er. S.P.Sharma
Chairman, Lifeline400 Club
Ph: +91 9650999196

